Holocaust Calendar: June 20
Ken McVay - Jun 20, 12:05 am
[Follow-ups set] June 20-25, 1943 In New York the militant Committee for a Jewish Army convenes the Emergency Conference to Save the Jewish People of Europe. The meeting attracts a number of prominent participants, including former President Hoover, members of Congress, and labor leaders. (USHMM 1993, 36)
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four popes who died while having sex
Birchy - Jun 20, 12:01 am
Sorry, but I stumbled across this information and just had to share... 1] Pope Leo VII (936-9) died of a heart attack while having sex. 2] Pope John VII (955-64) was bludgeoned to death by the cuckolded husband of the woman he was having sex with at the time. 3] Pope John XIII (965-72) was also murdered by an irate husband during
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The German Nazi Secret Service publishes their first book...
Steve Dufour - Jun 19, 10:46 pm
...They have the right to publish it. Here in the USA that is.
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ISRAEL SCREWS AMERICA (once more)
SELLING STRATEGIC AIRBORNE RADAR
jay - Jun 19, 7:03 pm
...All the fuss is just for show. Bush's nose is buried deep into the gigantic butt of Israel's Ariel Sharon. Jay
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TO CHINA TO HELP SHOOT DOWN AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
jay - Jun 19, 7:03 pm
...All the fuss is just for show. Bush's nose is buried deep into the gigantic butt of Israel's Ariel Sharon. Jay
read more » 2 new of 2 messages - 2 authors
**History of USSR / Russia**

Nika - Jun 19, 5:19 pm

Hi! I'm first time in this conference. I'm the historian from Russia (Moscow). My English sounds bad, but if you have any questions about history of USSR / Russia, Slavic countries of East Europe, ex-USSR republics, and also about any historical processes connected with Russia - ask me free, I shall try to help you.
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**Intelligence and genetic disease link**

Steve Dufour - Jun 19, 8:23 am

News-Medical.Net Intelligence and genetic disease link Medical Study News Published: Monday, 6-Jun-2005 A new study by the University of Utah on Ashkenazi Jews has suggested an unusual link between their genetic diseases and their higher intellectual ability. The study says an unusual pattern of diseases among the Ashkenazis of
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**HOLOCAUST FAQ: Auschwitz-Birkenau: Layman's Guide (1/2)**

Nizkor Project - Jun 19, 12:15 am
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**HOLOCAUST FAQ: Auschwitz-Birkenau: Layman's Guide (2/2)**

Nizkor Project - Jun 19, 12:15 am
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**Himmler Killed by Churchill's Agents??**

95 Thesen - Jun 18, 7:25 pm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Reichsmarshal Heinrich Himmler was considered a traitor by Der Führer because he was already negotiating a surrender to the Allies before Hitler was even dead! If the order to poison Himmler came from an Allied officer, then it was a murder. If the order came from the King or the P.M., then it was an execution
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**People With Bigger Brains Are Smarter**

95 Thesen - Jun 18, 6:59 pm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Bubba, Are you from Durban or the Cape? Only South Africans you that word, AFAIK. It do make one feel superior to use the "K" word, right? Many Yanks feel tall when they use the N word, you betcha. David H
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